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BCCA Business Meeting 
 

Minutes 
 

Meeting on: Wednesday 23 November 2016 
 

Time:   17:30 – 18:30 
 

Venue: Lecture Theatre, East Midlands Conference Centre, University Park, Beeston Lane, 

Nottingham NG7 2RJ 
 

Welcome/Apologies (David Anderson) 
 

Professor Anderson welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 

1.  Minutes of last meeting (David Anderson) 
 

Nothing further to add and the minutes were approved and will be available for downloading on the 

BCCA’s website. 
 

2.  Council Elections 2016 and welcome to new members & Council Elections 2017 (Mike 

Burch) 
 

Current BCCA Council up to November 2016 
 

Officers 

Professor David Anderson  President   November 2015-2017 

Dr Alan Magee   President Elect  November 2015-2017 

Professor Mike Burch   Honorary Secretary  November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Satish Adwani   Treasurer   November 2014-2016 (1st term) 
 

Ordinary Council Members 

Dr Kevin Roman      November 2014-2016 (2nd term) 

Dr David Crossland      November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Wilf Kelsall      November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Aisling Carroll (Adult Congenital Heart Disease) November 2015-2017 (1st term) 

Dr Elspeth Brown      November 2015-2017 (1st term) 

Dr Lorna Swan  November 2014-2016 (1st term) 
 

Co-opted Members 

Dr Sadia Quyam (Trainees Representative) 

Dr Alan Magee (SAC Representative – Paediatric Cardiology SAC) 

Dr Poothirikovil Venugopalan (Paediatrician with Expertise in Cardiology) 

Mrs Hajar Habibi (Nurse Representative) (November 2014-2016) 

Mrs Anne Banning (Physiologist Representative) 

Vacant Post to be appointed (Scientific Officer) 

Dr Rodney Franklin (Clinical Lead NICOR National Congenital Heart Disease Audit) 
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Council Elections 2016 
 

Officer post 

Treasurer: Dr Satish Adwani was successfully elected unopposed to serve a second two year term. The 

Treasurer can be elected to stay in post for a maximum of 5 years subject to re-election (2 year + 2 years 

+ 1 year). 
 

Ordinary Council Member (2 posts) 

Dr Lorna Swan was successfully elected to serve a second two year term and Mr Andrew Parry (Bristol) 

was successfully elected to serve his first two year term. 
 

Outgoing Council Members 

Dr Kevin Roman has completed his 2nd term on Council. Mrs Hajar Habibi has completed her 2 year 

term as co-opted nurse representative. Dr Sadia Quyam has completed her term as co-opted trainees 

representative. 
 

BCCA Council following BCCA Annual Meeting, November 2016 
 

Officers 

Professor David Anderson  President   November 2015-2017 

Dr Alan Magee   President Elect  November 2015-2017 

Professor Mike Burch   Honorary Secretary  November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Satish Adwani   Treasurer   November 2016-2018 (2nd term) 
 

Ordinary Council Members 

Dr David Crossland      November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Wilf Kelsall      November 2015-2017 (2nd term) 

Dr Lorna Swan      November 2016-2018 (2nd term) 

Dr Aisling Carroll (Adult Congenital Heart Disease) November 2015-2017 (1st term) 

Dr Julene Carvalho      November 2015-2017 (1st term) 

Dr Elspeth Brown      November 2015-2017 (1st term) 

Mr Andrew Parry      November 2016-2018 (1st term) 
 

Co-opted Members 

Dr David Lloyd (Trainees Representative) 

Dr Alan Magee (SAC Representative – Paediatric Cardiology SAC) 

Dr Poothirikovil Venugopalan (Paediatrician with Expertise in Cardiology) 

Miss Di Robertshaw (Nurse Representative) (November 2016-2018) 

Mrs Anne Banning (Physiologist Representative) 

Vacant Post to be appointed (Scientific Officer) 

Dr Rodney Franklin (Clinical Lead NICOR National Congenital Heart Disease Audit) 
 

Posts coming up for election in 2017: 

Officer posts 

President Elect: A new President Elect will need to be elected, and they will then shadow Dr Alan Magee 

from November 2017 for a 2 year period, when he succeeds Professor Anderson as President. 
 

Honorary Secretary: Professor Mike Burch’s 2nd two year term ends in November 2017, but can reapply 

to stand for one more year under the current constitution. Maximum of 5 years (2+2+1). 
 

Ordinary Council Member 

5 posts available: Dr David Crossland and Dr Wilf Kelsall’s second 2 year terms end in November 2017. 
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Dr Aisling Carroll (Adult Congenital Heart Disease), Dr Julene Carvalho and Dr Elspeth Brown’s first 2 

year terms end in November 2017, but all eligible to apply for a second 2 year term. 

Post meeting update: following closer examination of the BCCA CIO Constitution document, it became 

apparent that there were not 5 posts available as previously advertised but in fact 3 posts available 

(ACHD representative plus 2 Ordinary Council Members without portfolio). Candidates standing for 

these roles - in particular for the 2 posts without portfolio - were briefed prior to the voting process 

which commenced in September 2017. 
 

Scientific Secretary 

This was formerly a co-opted post on council and has been vacant since Dr Dirk Wilson completed his 

tenure. Council have agreed that this will be an elected post under the new BCCA constitution. A draft 

job description has been drawn up and will be circulated for approval to BCCA Council members before 

being advertised to BCCA members in the New Year. 
 

3.  New Members (Mike Burch) 
 

18 new members have been proposed and seconded, all of whom were ratified. The new members come 

from a range of different backgrounds and highlight the increasing breadth of the organisation. 
 

 Mr Ador Alvior, Chief Echocardiographer, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham 

 Mrs Amor Mia Alvior, Chief Echocardiographer , Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham 

 Dr Dan Mihai Dorobantu, Resident Physician / Research Fellow (Bristol Royal Hospital for 

Children) CC Iliescu Institute for Cardiovascular Diseases, Bucharest, Romania 

 Mrs Marjorie Fernando, Chief Cardiac Physiologist, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham 

 Ms Joselyn Fox, Cardiac Adolescent Specialist Nurse, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children 

 Dr Alison Groves, Consultant Paediatrician, St Peter's Hospital 

 Dr Sandeep Hothi, ST7 Cardiology – ACHD, Glenfield Hospital 

 Dr Victoria Jowett , Consultant Fetal and Paediatric Cardiologist, Queen Charlotte's Hospital and 

Royal Brompton Hospital 

 Mrs Elizabeth Leonard, Lead Practice Educator Critical Care & Cardio Respiratory, Great Ormond 

Street Hospital for Children 

 Mrs Emma Jane Lupton, Staff Nurse, Leeds General Infirmary 

 Mrs Asma Mulla, Highly Specialised Cardiac Physiologist, Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham 

 Miss Emily Quinton, Highly Specialised Cardiac Physiologist, Queen Elizabeth Hospital 

Birmingham 

 Dr Tristan Ramcharan, ST4, Birmingham Children's Hospital 

 Dr Pavanasam Ramesh, Consultant PICU, Royal Stoke University Hospital 

 Dr Dannie Seddon , Locum Consultant Anaesthetist, Birmingham Children's Hospital 

 Dr Neil Seller, Consultant Paediatric Cardiologist/Electrophysiologist (Locum), Freeman Hospital 

 Dr Inga Voges, Consultant in Paediatric Cardiology and CMR, Royal Brompton & Harefield NHS 

Foundation Trust 

 Mrs Donna Louise Webb, Senior Sister, Leeds General Infirmary 
 

4. President’s Report (David Anderson) 
 

Thanks to the local organisers, Dr Suhair Shebani, Mr Tony Corno, Dr Aidan Bolger, Dr Frances 

Bu’Lock and Mrs Elizabeth Aryeetey and the conference secretariat, CFS Events for organising this 

year’s meeting of the BCCA, PECSIG, BACCNA and the CCNA. 
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Scientific Secretary 

As previously mentioned by Professor Burch, the post of Scientific Secretary will be advertised in the 

New Year. John Thomson: will the Scientific Secretary have a formal relationship with the BHF? 

Professor Anderson: The draft job description mentions that the post holder will ‘link with the BHF to 

encourage and facilitate congenital heart research.’ 
 

Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) 

Dr Adwani will discuss this during his Treasurer’s Report. 
 

New BCCA website 

Website is being developed and will be made live by 1 March 2017. 
 

NCHDA 

Thanks to Dr Franklin for his work on the audit which will be discussed later on in the agenda. 
 

New Congenital Heart Disease Review 

To be discussed later in the agenda. 
 

5. Treasurer’s Report (Satish Adwani) 
 

Income 

A major source of income is member subscriptions. 
 

Subscription income generated since 2009: 

2008-09  £6,225.00 

2009-10 £10,910.00 

2010-11 £11,815.00 

2011-12  £11,695.00 

2012-13 £11,545.00 

2014-15 £9,820.00 

2015-16 £9,895.00 

2016-17 £10,005.00 
 

Currently the membership stands at 332 members (304 Ordinary members, 15 Corresponding members, 

12 Retired members and 1 Commercial member). A closer look at the membership statistics illustrates 

that there is still a lack of physiologist and commercial members (apparently not all are aware that 

membership does exist for them – we will work to address this). We are looking into whether the current 

policy of having to be proposed and seconded for membership and ratified once a year can be abolished. 
 

There was some discussion at last year’s meeting about increasing the membership subscription fees but 

we are not planning to do this yet, and are therefore maintaining the same fee structure. 
 

There continues to be a number of members who are in arrears. In some cases this is due to having old 

standing orders and not paying up the full amount. We are gradually clawing back on these or lapsing 

membership where there is no response. This reduction in active membership is important since it 

reduces our operating costs. 
 

BCCA’s other source of income is donations from the proceeds of the BCCA AGM. 

February 2014, Belfast donated £4340.50 from the proceeds of Belfast 2012. 

June 2014, Edinburgh donated £3989.91 from the proceeds of Edinburgh 2013. 

December 2015, Manchester 2014 donated £2000.00 from the proceeds of Manchester 2014. 

Cardiff 2015 donated £2500.00 from the proceeds of Cardiff 2015. 
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Expenditure 

There are 2 main sources of expenditure: 

 administration charge from the BCS for Azeem Ahmad’s services. Calculated as 25% of our 

membership subscriptions, based on the number of members and their expected subscription income 

and not on what has managed to be collected. BCS have added VAT at 20% causing an increase in 

administration charges. Admin costs have risen by almost 60%. Part of that was the addition of VAT. 

Cost for Admin this year to be confirmed by BCS but estimate around £3K. 
 

The next major expenditure has in previous years been the cost of travel and subsistence for members of 

council to attend meetings. To date for this year this cost amounts to £491.78 which is significantly less 

than 2015 (£2117.40) and £3015.84 in 2014. The decrease could be attributed to Council members using 

other channels to recoup their expenses and perhaps fewer NHS England meetings. This year larger 

items of expenditure have included cost of publication of BCCA Annual Meeting abstracts in Heart 

(£1620.00) and work carried out by Fieldings Porter, the solicitors’ involved in the BCCA’s application 

for CIO Status (£720.00). 
 

There are no major outstanding liabilities. 
 

Balance sheet as at 15 November 2016 

Treasurer’s Account: £48,419.19 

Business 30 Day Account: £49,752.12 

Total: £98,171.31 [November 2015 = £85,312.02] 
 

Future BCCA Constitution/Charitable status 

BCCA’s CIO application has very recently been submitted to the Charity Commission and we await their 

feedback hopefully early 2017. 
 

6. New Congenital Heart Disease Review (David Anderson) 
 

Professor Anderson spoke yesterday (22 November 2016) to Michael Wilson, NHS England. The 

process of public consultation is scheduled to start in early January 2017 and run til Spring. 
 

Discussion open to the wider audience. Summary/selection of some of the key points raised included: 

 Jan Till: untold impact on other services eg. paediatric intensive care. Feel we need to go further and 

emphasise more the impact. After all this review process, there must be some form of tangible 

outcome but can’t envisage this. There’s been a lot of talk but no plan! 

 David Anderson: historically the BCCA have supported the standards and therefore, it would be 

difficult to backtrack. 

 John Thomson: the standards are fine but are being applied differently around the country. 

 Julene Carvalho: can BCCA send a survey to BCCA members with carefully drafted questions? 

 Joydeep Mookerjee: every unit has to be co-located with paediatric and ACHD services. If NHSE 

feels they can pick and choose, can we (ie BCCA) not unsupport them if they go back on these 

standards? 

 Alan Magee: you will never get full consensus. There was a show of hands at the Leeds Business 

meeting (2008). Will be difficult to sustain the standards in the future. 

 David Anderson: don’t think we can act til the public consultation has gone through then we can 

voice our thoughts before it goes to the NHSE Board. Feel if we survey now, it will be based on local 

prejudices and not be a constructive exercise. 

 Frances Bu’Lock: as a specialty we shot ourselves in the foot. We have created a beast, we know 

what it meant, aspirational to maintain and what will happen in future. Sure there are contentious 

issues eg intervention numbers but as a group we have not agreed how the standards should be 

applied. 
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 Jan Till: BCCA members willingly took part in developing the standards in good faith, believing that 

they were being used to develop improvements in care for patients whilst recognising they were 

aspirational. However, now feel NHSE have used the standards for their own means. Probably lots of 

others feel the same. Certain standards have been selected and used disproportionally and 

inconsistently across England. We’ve been used! 

 We have been naïve and fighting each other in allowing NHSE for many years to use us which hasn’t 

helped! 

 The main theme seems to be that the standards were commendable but they were not being applied 

consistently. 
 

At this point, Professor Anderson tried to conclude that all members would be welcome to express their 

views concisely and email him direct via the BCCA mailbox address bcca@bcs.com, and these 

comments would then be collated and relayed to NHS England. 
 

Julene Carvalho reaffirmed her earlier point about surveying BCCA members, saying that we should put 

our own consultation to members before the national consultation for fear of our own views being 

diluted. What are NHSE trying to measure and how do we improve outcome? 
 

Next ensued a motion was moved that BCCA should commission a survey of members which was 

carried by a show of hands at the AGM. 
 

Lorna Swan: we have one final opportunity to help each other, take the moral high ground for the care of 

our patients, otherwise colleagues will leave the specialty, leave the country etc. 
 

Due to time limitations, Professor Anderson wrapped up discussion on this item and concluded that he 

would need to sit and talk with the BCCA Council officers on how best to gauge further the views of 

members and the mechanism in which to do so eg. survey monkey. There was a feeling generally from 

the audience that members views needed to be sought before the Christmas break. 
 

Post meeting update: A joint letter signed by the clinicians at Royal Brompton Hospital was sent to 

Professor Anderson to outline their concerns expressed at the BCCA Business Meeting and a request 

that BCCA Council writes a further letter to NHS England to question the current process suggested by 

NHS England. 
 

Following discussion with Dr Magee and Professor Burch, Professor Anderson responded back 

accordingly to the letter from Royal Brompton Hospital. It was acknowledged the letter was well 

reasoned and if interpreted correctly, Royal Brompton Hospital’s stance on a survey being issued to 

members had now changed. Having a survey would not help as units are likely to vote in line with their 

status based on the announcement made in July 2016. A survey asking if members thought the standards 

were being interpreted with a hidden agenda is likely to go the same way. The original poll carried out 

in 2008 concluded with a majority of 65% of BCCA members (just under 70 responses received overall) 

in favour of the process of reconfiguration. 
 

A subsequent letter was received by Professor Anderson from those who moved the motion stating that 

on reflection they realised that the survey was likely to be unhelpful for the reasons Professor Anderson 

had outlined previously. Instead they drafted a letter expressing concerns about the impact of the 

proposed closures on services, patient care and research. Thus it was decided not to go ahead with a 

survey as proposed. 
 

BCCA cannot intervene on behalf of any individual unit but can support representations to NHSE, 

NCHDR and the public consultation process where there is clear failure to interpret or implement the 

standards fairly. When the public consultation process begins it will be open to all so that is obviously 

mailto:bcca@bcs.com
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where opinions should be directed. In the interim BCCA would pass on the recent letter to NCHDR 

expressing support for the concerns outlined. 
 

7.  SAC Paediatric Cardiology chair’s report (Alan Magee) 
 

Regional Specialty Advisors (RSAs): The main role of the RSA is in the approval of Consultant Job 

descriptions and assess the suitability of candidates for FRCP. There should be 13 RSAs (currently 

vacancies in South London, Wessex and South West). The tenure is 4 years. 
 

Workforce planning: There are currently 35 NTNs (31 in England) and 109.5 consultants in UK which is 

a good ratio and we would like to preserve this. If there is a reconfiguration of services there will have to 

be some redistribution of NTNs as the curriculum only allows ST4 trainees at a non surgical centre. In 

reality this will mean only one NTN at non surgical centres with the other posts being filled by clinical 

fellows. Not possible to recruit LATs since January 2016. 
 

National training survey: there are generally more green than red flags. Trusts/boards with green flags 

include: Alder Hey, GOSH, Guy’s and St Thomas’, Leeds, Royal Brompton and Harefield, Southampton 

and Leicester. Trusts/boards with red flags include: Guy’s and St Thomas’, Leeds, Newcastle and 

Bristol. 
 

SSQs: a few amendments have been made including removing the questions ‘did you have to relocate to 

a different Deanery to obtain special interest training?’ and ‘in a typical working week, how much time 

(in sessions) do you have for research and publications?’ – replaced with ‘Is research actively 

encouraged and facilitated by your centre?’ 
 

Recruitment: 29 applications received (97% from a paediatric background), 16 shortlisted for interview. 

Interviews took place at RCPH on 6th May 2016.  
 

SPIN Module: based on PECSIG curriculum 2012 endorsed by BCCA and RCPCH-12 month duration. 

Formal echo accreditation encouraged by EACVI. 
 

NCHDR Review: Dr Magee has written to NHS England about the impact of the Review on the future 

training of Paediatric Cardiologists. 
 

8. SAC Adult Congenital Cardiology representative’s report (Aisling Carroll) 
 

JRCPTB survey and BJCA survey:  

The responses to the ACHD questions were presented. Please see slides. 50% had not received training 

in Adult Congenital Heart Disease in a clinical environment which facilitated training with only 37% 

achieving this goal. Most trainees did not feel they had enough information to make a decision on ACHD 

as a Sub-Specialty Training choice. 46% may have considered it as a subspecialty area if they had earlier 

exposure. The new core curriculum sheet was introduced just a couple of months before this data was 

collected in early 2016. We would therefore hope for an improvement in a future survey. 
 

ACHD curriculum: 

An update on the ACHD Specialty training module and curriculum changes implemented in November 

2015 was provided. The main change was to provide a minimum standard for adult cardiology trainees 

as the previous curriculum was open to interpretation with minimal exposure to ACHD to fulfil the 

curriculum. There is now a core checklist which trainees can upload to their ePortfolio and the list of 

competencies to fulfil is quite comprehensive. Trainees are encouraged to complete a free online core 

curriculum course or attend an equivalent face-to-face course and it is recommended that trainees have a 

dedicated two week clinical attachment in a specialist surgical centre. These are excellent improvements 

and will improve core knowledge of ACHD within the training programs. 
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Advanced specialist area training in the final two years will be organised on a modular basis with a 

choice of 2 or 4 units with pregnancy in heart disease comprising one unit to be taken as part of ACHD 

sub-specialty training. 
 

New developments: 

A Career in adult congenital heart disease article has been published in the British Journal of Cardiology. 

https://bjcardio.co.uk/2016/04/growing-need-for-trainees-in-adult-congenital-heart-disease-in-the-uk/ 
 

A link to the online core curriculum can now be found on the BCS website. 

http://www.bcs.com/pages/page_box_contents.asp?navcatID=31&PageID=770) 
 

Workforce planning. ACHD consultant posts expanding. Every surgical centre must have minimum of 4 

consultants. All networked centres will need consultants with expertise in ACHD. Exposure to ACHD at 

ST3 level encouraged which will hopefully translate into more ACHD trainees to meet future workforce 

demands. 
 

9.  BCCA Annual Meeting 2016/2017 (Suhair Shebani/Aidan Bolger/Frances Bu’Lock 

 /Mike Burch) 
 

2016 meeting - 23-24 November 2016, East Midlands Conference Centre. Dr Bolger reported that 415 

people have registered for this year’s meeting. The meeting will more than likely break even and 

generate a little profit. The logistics in organising this year’s meeting have been difficult though 

excellent conference secretariat support has been provided by CFS Events. Feel that there may be some 

benefit in having a fixed term contract with a Professional Conference Organiser (PCO). Dr Bu’Lock 

added that sponsorship has been an issue this year. The relationship our specialty has with industry is 

important. 
 

2017 meeting – takes place 9-10 November 2017, UCL Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health 

and will be organised by UCL Events. 
 

Hosting for 2018 and 2019 welcome. An expression of interest will be sent out in due course. 
 

10.  Scientific Secretary report (Mike Burch) 
 

Item covered already at Items 2 and 4. 
 

11. NCHDA (Rodney Franklin) 
 

NCHDA 2013-16 report: UK & Republic of Ireland 

 July mid validation 30 day survival analysis 

- PRAiS2: no outliers 

- 72 procedures: 2 single procedure outliers - 25% risk by chance. Casemix issues in both. 

 Validation site visits complete 24.11.16 

 Planned reanalysis & report published 19.12.16 BUT 

 ONS refusing to provide life status verification  

- Last June 15 

- ‘info governance’ issue 
 

NICOR and HQIP 

HQIP contract extension with NICOR has been confirmed until April 2017. Results of the formal 

tendering process for 2017-22 should be known by December 2016. NICOR’s bid was submitted August 

2016. This single bid is for 6 Audits: harmonisation of methodology, datasets + staffing with 

subspecialisation. There will be a 25% reduction in HQIP funding. 

https://bjcardio.co.uk/2016/04/growing-need-for-trainees-in-adult-congenital-heart-disease-in-the-uk/
https://bjcardio.co.uk/2016/04/growing-need-for-trainees-in-adult-congenital-heart-disease-in-the-uk/
https://bjcardio.co.uk/2016/04/growing-need-for-trainees-in-adult-congenital-heart-disease-in-the-uk/
http://www.bcs.com/pages/page_box_contents.asp?navcatID=31&PageID=770
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NICOR and Fetal database 

Final dataset adjustments agreed. Web based testing by Anna Seale in Birmingham. UK – RoI role out 

Jan-Feb 2017. 
 

13. AOB 
 

Professor Anderson thanked Azeem Ahmad, BCS Affiliates Coordinator for all his hard work over the 

last year in administering the BCCA. 
 

As there was no further business, the meeting closed at 19.05. 


